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Abstract

We report on work in progress dealing with the
automated generation of pronunciation infor-
mation for English multiword terms (MWTs)
in Wiktionary, combining information avail-
able for their single components. We describe
the issues we were encountering, the build-
ing of an evaluation dataset, and our teaming
with the DBnary resource maintainer. Our
approach shows potential for automatically
adding morphosyntactic and semantic informa-
tion to the components of such MWTs.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we describe our approach to en-
rich English multiword terms (MWTs) included
in Wiktionary by generating pronunciation infor-
mation using the existing pronunciation(s) of their
sub-parts. Results of our work can also be inte-
grated in other lexical resources, like the Open
English WordNet (McCrae et al., 2020),1 where
pronunciation information has been added only
for single word entries, as described in (Declerck
et al., 2020a).

The main focus of our work is on generating
pronunciation information for MWTs that contain
(at least) one heteronym2, as for this a specific
processing of the Wiktionary data is needed, dis-
ambiguating between the different senses of the

1See also https://en-word.net/
2The online Oxford Dictionary gives this definition: “A

heteronym is one of two or more words that have the same
spelling but different meanings and pronunciation, for exam-
ple ’tear’ meaning ’rip’ and ’tear’ meaning ’liquid from the
eye”’ https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/
definition/english/heteronym, [accessed 27.03.2023.]

heteronym for selecting the appropriate pronunci-
ation of this one component to be attached to the
overall pronunciation. An example of such a case
is given by the Wiktionary entry “acoustic bass”,
for which our algorithm has to specify that the
pronunciation /beIs/ (and not /bæs/) has to be
selected and combined with /@"ku:.stIk/. It is im-
portant to mention that although Wiktionary often
lists several pronunciations for various variants of
English, in this work we focus only on the stan-
dard, received pronunciation as encoded by the In-
ternational Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)3 (more about
this in the Limitations Section).

Since we need to semantically disambiguate
one or more components of a MWT for generating
its pronunciation, our work can lead to the addition
of morphosyntactic and semantic information of
those components and thus enrich the overall rep-
resentation of the MWTs entries, a task we have
started to work on.

2 Wiktionary

Wiktionary4 is a freely available web-based mul-
tilingual dictionary. Like other Wikimedia5 sup-
ported initiatives, it is a collaborative project. This
means that there might be inaccuracies in the re-
source, but the editing system is helping in mitigat-
ing this risk. The fact that Wiktionary is build by
a collaborative effort means that the coverage and
variety of lexical information is much larger than
any single curated resource, while Wiktionary is

3See https://www.internationalphoneticalphabet.
org/ipa-sounds/ipa-chart-with-sounds/

4https://en.wiktionary.org/
5https://www.wikimedia.org/
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integrating information from expert-based dictio-
nary resources, when their licensing conditions al-
low it. Nastase and Strapparava (2015) discussed
already the quality (and quantity) of information
included in the English Wiktionary edition, also in
comparison with WordNet.6

Wiktionary includes, among others, a thesaurus,
a rhyme guide, phrase books, language statistics
and extensive appendices. Wiktionary’s informa-
tion also (partly) includes etymologies, pronunci-
ations, sample quotations, synonyms, antonyms
and translations.7 Wiktionary has also developed
categorization practices which classify an entry
along the lines of linguistics (for example “devel-
oped terms by language”) but also topical informa-
tion (for example “en:Percoid fish”).8

It has been shown that the access and use of
Wiktionary can be helpful in Natural Language
Processing (NLP). Kirov et al. (2016) and Mc-
Carthy et al. (2020), for example, describe work
to extract and standardize the data in Wiktionary
and to make it available for a range of NLP ap-
plications, while the authors focus on extracting
and normalizing a huge number of inflectional
paradigms across a large selection of languages.
This effort contributed to the creation of the Uni-
Morph data (http://unimorph.org/). Metheniti
and Neumann (2018, 2020) describe a related ap-
proach, but making use of a combination of the
HTML pages and the underlying XML dump of
the English edition of Wiktionary,9 which is cover-
ing also 4,315 other languages, but some of them
with a very low number of entries.10 Segonne et
al. (2019) describe the use of Wiktionary data as a
resource for word sense disambiguation tasks.

BabelNet11 is also integrating Wiktionary
data,12 with a focus on sense information, in order

6See (Fellbaum, 1998) and http://wordnetweb.
princeton.edu/perl/webwn for the on-line version of
Princeton WordNet.

7See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiktionary
for more details.

8So that the entry “sea bass” is categorized, among
others, both as an instance of “English multiword terms”
and of “en:Percoid fish”. The categorization sys-
tem is described at https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/
Wiktionary:Categorization

9Wiktionary data dumps are available at https://dumps.
wikimedia.org/.

10Details on the number of entries in the differ-
ent languages contained in the English Wiktionary is
given here: https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Special:
Statistics?action=raw.

11See (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2010) and https://
babelnet.org/.

12As far as we are aware of, BabelNet integrates only the

to support, among others, word sense disambigua-
tion and tasks dealing with word similarity and
sense clustering (Camacho-Collados et al., 2016).
The result of our work could be relevant for Babel-
Net, as the audio files displayed by BabelNet are
not based on the reading of pronunciation alpha-
bets but on external text-to-speech systems, which
are leading to errors, as can be seen in the case of
the heteronym “lead”, for which BabelNet offers
only one pronunciation.13

3 Multiword Terms in Wiktionary

Wiktionary introduces the category “English mul-
tiword terms” (MWTs), which is defined as “lem-
mas that are an idiomatic combination of multiple
words,”14 while Wiktionary has its page “multi-
word expression”, categorized as a MWTs and de-
fined as “lexeme-like unit made up of a sequence
of two or more words that has properties that are
not predictable from the properties of the indi-
vidual words or their normal mode of combina-
tion”.15 We see these two definitions are inter-
changeable, since they both focus on the aspect of
non-compositionality of a lexeme built from mul-
tiple words. We will therefore use in this paper
the terms MWE and MWT interchangeably, but
stressing that we are dealing with MWEs as they
are categorized as MWTs in Wiktionary.

4 Related Work

Wiktionary is often used as a source for vari-
ous text-to-speech or speech-to-text models, as de-
scribed in our previous work (Bajčetić and De-
clerck, 2022). For instance, the work of Schlippe
et al. (2010) developed a system which auto-
matically extracts phonetic notations in IPA from
Wiktionary to use for automatic speech recogni-
tion. A more recent example is the work by
Peters et al. (2017) which is aimed at improv-
ing grapheme-to-phoneme conversion by utilizing

English edition of Wiktionary, including all the languages
covered by this edition.

13See the audio file associated with the two different
senses of the entry for “lead”: https://babelnet.org/
synset?id=bn%3A00006915n&orig=lead&lang=EN and
https://babelnet.org/synset?id=bn%3A00050340n&
orig=lead&lang=EN.

14https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Category:
English_multiword_terms. This category is an instance
of the umbrella category “Multiword terms by language”
see https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Category:
Multiword_terms_by_language.

15https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/multi-word_
expression.
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Wiktionary. Grapheme-to-phoneme is necessary
for text-to-speech and automatic speech recogni-
tion systems.

Besides text-to-speech, there are various other
applications which rely on extracting pronuncia-
tion information from Wiktionary. A recent tool
is WikiPron (Lee et al., 2020), which is an open-
source command-line tool for extracting pronunci-
ation data from Wiktionary. It stores the extracted
word/pronunciation pairs in TSV format.16 We ob-
serve that no Wiktionary multiword terms are in-
cluded in those lists. Also, no (semantic) disam-
biguation is provided and, for example, the word
“lead” is listed twice, with the different pronuncia-
tions, but with no sense information, as WikiPron
is providing solely word/pronunciation pairs. Re-
sults of our work consisting in generating pronun-
ciation information to multiword terms could thus
be included to WikiPron directly or via Wiktionary
updates. In the other direction, WikiPron could be
re-used for our purposes, as it harmonizes phone-
mic pronunciation data across various Wiktionary
language editions, while the pronunciations are
segmented, and stress and syllable boundary mark-
ers removed. Especially the latter is relevant for
our work, as it will ease future evaluation work
(see the issues described in Section 6).

Another related effort, and a very relevant re-
source for our approach, is DBnary.17 DBnary
extracts different types of information from Wik-
tionary (covering 23 languages) and represents
it in a structured format, which is compliant
to the guidelines of the Linguistic Linked Open
Data framework.18 In the DBnary representation
of Wiktionary we find lexical entries (including
words, MWEs or affixes, but without marking
those explicitly, an issue that has been fixed in new
release of DBnary, as this is requested for continu-
ing our approach in the context of DBnary), their
pronunciation (if available in Wiktionary), their
sense(s) (definitions in Wiktionary), example sen-
tences and DBnary glosses, which are offering a
kind of “topic” for the (disambiguated) entries, but
those glosses are not extracted from the category

16As of today, more than 3 million word/pronunciation
pairs from more than 165 languages. Corresponding files
are available at https://github.com/CUNY-CL/wikipron/
tree/master/data.

17See (Sérasset and Tchechmedjiev, 2014; Sérasset, 2015)
and http://kaiko.getalp.org/about-dbnary/ for the
current state of development of DBnary.

18See (Declerck et al., 2020b) and http://www.
linguistic-lod.org/.

system of Wiktionary. They are taken from avail-
able information used to denote the lexical sense
of the source of the translation of an entry from
English to other languages.

DBnary does not include categorial information
from Wiktionary, and also did not offer support for
dealing with MWTs lacking pronunciation infor-
mation and that contain (at least) one heteronym.
Therefore, we still need(ed) to access and con-
sult Wiktionary directly, using methods that are
described in Section 5, also for building the Gold
Standard for evaluating our work (MWTs in Wik-
tionary that are carrying pronunciation informa-
tion). Hence, our results can also be integrated
in DBnary, directly or via the updated Wiktionary
entries. In fact, our work lead to the adaptation of
DBnary, as this is briefly described in Section 5.3

5 Method

We describe in this section the various approaches
we implemented and tested, leading finally to a
closer cooperation with the maintainer of DBnary,
as it became apparent that the release of a new ver-
sion of this resource is the most efficient way for
achieving and widening our goals.

5.1 Data Extraction and an Evaluation
Dataset

The current version of the English edition of
Wiktionary is listing 157,883 English multiword
terms19, and 75,401 expressions are categorized as
“English terms with IPA pronunciation”20. This is
quite a small number in comparison to the whole
English Wiktionary, which has over 8.5 million ex-
pressions.

When we are analysing these figures, we need
to be aware that they are representing the number
of pages categorized as a particular category, and
a Wiktionary page can often contain several lexi-
cal entries, although this is typically not the case
for MWTs. Also, it is important to keep in mind
that the English Wiktionary contains a lot of terms
which are not English. We can see the exact num-
ber of Wiktionary pages classified as English lem-
mas if we look at the category itself21. The actual

19https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Category:
English_multiword_terms [accessed 27.03.2023.]

20https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Category:
English_terms_with_IPA_pronunciation [accessed
27.03.2023.]

21https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Category:
English_lemmas [accessed 27.03.2023.]
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number of 711,641 means that a little over 10% of
English lemmas have pronunciation, while approx-
imately 22% of all English lemmas belong in the
MWT category. So there is clearly a gap that needs
to be filled when it comes to pronunciation infor-
mation in Wiktionary. While introducing pronun-
ciation for the remaining 90% of lemmas seems
like it has to be a manual task (or semi-automatic,
using other lexical resources) - we have investi-
gated ways to produce the missing pronunciation
for numerous MWTs.

The first approach we have attempted seems
to be the most straightforward, but turned out
to be inefficient: download and parse the latest
Wiktionary XML dump, and check for each page
whether it is an English MWT using the Wik-
tionary API, as the corresponding category infor-
mation (English multiword terms) is not included
in the dump, so that it can not be accessed on
the local computer. This would be simple if
the size of Wiktionary dump was not so massive:
more than 8.5 million entries need to be checked,
which means 8.5 million requests sent to Wik-
tionary API. This approach was quite slow, and
we thought there must be a better way for future ex-
traction tasks that have to deal with the Wiktionary
category system. Using this approach we have
extracted over 98% of MWTs from Wiktionary
pages and compiled a list of 153,525 multiword
terms without IPA, and a gold standard of 4,979
MWTs with IPA information - we can see that only
about 3% of MWTs have pronunciation informa-
tion in Wiktionary.

The other approach we have followed was using
the data that DBnary extracted from Wiktionary,
in a structured fashion. Unfortunately, DBnary
did not, at that time, encode explicitly Wiktionary
MWTs. It encoded all lexical entries included in
Wiktionary pages the same way, independently if
they were single words, MWEs or affixes. Nev-
ertheless, this approach was much faster, but we
could only extract English multiword terms that
have a blank space or a hyphen - which is not as
precise as using the Wiktionary categories. We
could collect 6,767 MWTs equipped with pronun-
ciation information (in contrast to 152,082 MWTs
without such information), which, combined with
the data extracted with the help of the Wiktionary
API, is being used as our Gold Standard for evalu-
ating the generation of pronunciation information
for MWTs.

Figure 1: The heteronymous word “bass”

We need to stress, here, that DBnary operates
with lexical entries and not just pages, and there-
fore we had some small differences in the counted
set of MWTs with pronunciations.

5.2 Generating Pronunciation Information
for MWTs

As a first step, we looked at words which are un-
ambiguous when it comes to their pronunciation.
This means that a particular word has one pronun-
ciation, even if the word has several meanings. In
this case, we were not concerned with semantic
ambiguity, since this is not reflected in the pronun-
ciation, and we can easily create new pronuncia-
tion of the MWT using the pronunciations of its
components. For example, “river bank” and “bank
robber” both have the same sounding word “bank”,
albeit its meaning is different.

But there are many words that can be included
in MWTs which have pronunciation-related ambi-
guity. As we have previously mentioned, these
words are known as heteronyms, and they have dif-
ferent pronunciations connected to their different
meanings. Wiktionary lists over 1,000 examples
of English heteronyms.22

In the case of MWTs that contain heteronyms,
it is not straightforward to create their pronuncia-
tion by combining pronunciations of their compo-
nents. Luckily, Wiktionary has other useful fea-
tures, which we have exploited in this case: “Ety-
mology” and “Derived terms” sections.

Wiktionary organizes its pages in different sec-
tions called "Etymology". We can have distinct
part-of-speech (PoS) information in one Etymol-
ogy section, and for each PoS different senses.
Pronunciation information is distributed over the
distinct Etymology sections. So that the page
“bass” has 3 Etymology sections, with a total of
5 word categories. Two distinct pronunciations

22Listed here: https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/
Category:English_heteronyms [accessed 27.03.2023.]
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are listed, whereas one pronunciation is only for
the first Etymology section and the second is dis-
tributed over the other Etymology sections. We
need therefore to identify the right Etymology sec-
tion for extracting the correct pronunciation for the
word “bass” when being a component of a MWT.

The “Derived terms” section(s) are included in
the page at the level of the PoS information, and is
giving us a decisive hint, as many derived terms
are in fact a MWT. The MWT “black bass” is
listed as a derived term of the second Etymology
category of the entry “bass”, and we can thus pick
the associated pronunciation information for this
component for building the pronunciation informa-
tion for the whole MWT entry.

Using the “Etymology” and “Derived terms”
sections of Wiktionary, we can make sure that we
are detecting the correct lexical entry carrying the
pronunciation information to produce the pronun-
ciations of all the MWTs that contain it, as a first
manual comparison with our evaluation dataset
confirms.

In this context, we discovered an even easier ap-
proach, which is still to be implemented: if in the
list of “Derived terms” we find one MWT with
pronunciation information, we can segment this
pronunciation information and propagate it to all
other MWTs containing the one word of which
the MWT is listed as a “Derived term”. This ap-
proach is currently under evaluation, and seems to
be more accurate, as in the “Derived terms” sec-
tion only one pronunciation type is given, while in
the entries of the single words, there are different
types of pronunciation information.

To summarize: The access to the “Derived
terms”, coupled with the “Etymology” classifica-
tion, is the key that allows us not only to compute
the pronunciation information, but also add mor-
phosyntactic and semantic information to the com-
ponents of a MWT.

5.3 A new Release of DBnary

As we already mentioned, DBnary was not explic-
itly marking MWEs in its data extracted from Wik-
tionary. DBnary was also not considering the “De-
rived terms” sections. The maintainer of DBnary
could offer this information in a new update, and
therefore we focus in the current and future work
on the use of DBnary for achieving our goals.

An additional aspect that motivated our decision
is the fact that DBnary is exclusively making use

Figure 2: The core module OntoLex-Lemon. Taken
from https://www.w3.org/2016/05/ontolex/
#core

of accepted specifications and standards for repre-
senting its data. Lexical data in DBnary is repre-
sented using the Linked Open Data (LOD) princi-
ples23 and as such it is using RDF24 as its repre-
sentation model. It is freely available and may be
either downloaded or directly queried on the inter-
net. DBnary uses the ontolex standard vocabulary
(Cimiano et al., 2016),25 displayed in Figure 2, to
represent the lexical entries structures, along with
other widely accepted RDF-based vocabularies in
the field of language technologies.

As DBnary is making use of the OntoLex-
Lemon model, we can take advantage of the ex-
istence of the “Decomposition” module of this
model.26 We display in Figure 3 the graphical rep-
resentation of this module.

We can directly map the data extracted from
the “Derived terms” sections in Wiktionary to el-
ements of the Decomposition module of Ontolex,
and mark the full lexical description of a single
word as a “ontolex:subterm” of a MWE encoded
in the Ontolex model.

As a result, the recent adaptations of DBnary
allow not only to generate pronunciation informa-

23See https://www.w3.org/wiki/LinkedData for more
information on those principles

24The Resource Description Framework (RDF) model is a
graph based model for the representation of data and meta-
data, using URIs to represent resources (nodes) and proper-
ties (edges).

25See also the specification document at https://www.w3.
org/2016/05/ontolex/.

26The specification of OntoLex-Lemon describes “Decom-
position” in those terms: “Decomposition is the process of in-
dicating which elements constitute a multiword or compound
lexical entry. The simplest way to do this is by means of the
subterm property, which indicates that a lexical entry is a part
of another entry. This property allows us to specify which
lexical entries a certain compound lexical entry is composed
of.”. Taken from https://www.w3.org/2016/05/ontolex/
#decomposition-decomp
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Figure 3: The Decomposition module of OntoLex-
Lemon. Taken from https://www.w3.org/2016/05/
ontolex/#decomposition-decomp

tion for MWTs contained in the English edition
of Wiktionary, but also to add all the lexical in-
formation encoded in the lexical description of the
components of such MWTs, and to represent this
information in such a way that the new data set can
be published on the Linguistic Linked Open Data
cloud.

6 An initial Evaluation Study

In order to evaluate the newly created pronunci-
ations, we use those MWTs which already carry
pronunciation information in Wiktionary. In a
first “naive” approach, we just compared the result
of combining the extracted pronunciation informa-
tion from the components of the MWTs with those
MWTs which are equipped with pronunciation in
Wiktionary. This simple string matching lead to
poor results, as it might have been expected. One
of the reasons being that in some cases the pro-
nunciation information included in the MWT is
containing either space(s), suprasegmental infor-
mation, or other markers. The combination of pro-
nunciation information extracted from the compo-
nents do not contain those additional information
(at least not in the same way).

Another issue we were confronted with, lies in
the fact that in many cases, Wiktionary is listing
more than one pronunciation information for a sin-
gle word. Our algorithm needs to be tuned in order
to select only the one pronunciation information
that is included in the corresponding MWT.

Some editing of the evaluation set is also
needed, towards the creation of an evaluation set

that is containing no suprasegmental pronuncia-
tion information (and other markers) or spaces. A
first analysis of such a cleaned evaluation data set
showed already an improved computation of recall
and precision. We plan to use for this also the data
set generated by the WikiPron initiative (see the
description in Section 4.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We described work in progress consisting in
adding automatically generated pronunciation in-
formation to MWTs included in the English edi-
tion of Wiktionary. The current outputs of our
work consist of an evaluation data set for this task,
and a set of algorithms for accessing specific infor-
mation in Wiktionary. We motivated our decision
for teaming with the DBnary maintainer, as we can
this way widen our goals to the inclusion of mor-
phosyntactic and semantic information to the com-
ponents of MWTs included in Wiktionary.

Future work includes adding the pronuncia-
tions to Wiktionary and enriching other lexical re-
sources, beginning with the Open English Word-
Net. We will also extend our work to the other lan-
guage editions of Wiktionary covered by DBnary,
at least dealing with the addition of morphosyntac-
tic and semantic information to the components of
MSTs, in those languages.

Limitations

While our approach can probably be transferred
to other languages, in cases where the Wiktionary
structure for those languages is similar, there is
one aspect of pronunciation extraction and com-
bination that we have not discussed and this con-
cerns the pronunciation(s) of variants of English,
which are included in Wiktionary, like British,
General American, Irish, Canadian, Australian
and New Zealand English. In our current work
we have decided to focus on the non-specific vari-
ant, so for now we “overlook” some pronuncia-
tion(s) of entries, as we did not want to mix differ-
ent variants and produce potentially unusable new
pronunciations. The standard version is typically
considered to be “Received pronunciation”, com-
monly known as "BBC English".27 However, we
would want to include all these variants in our fu-
ture work. The approach would follow the same

27https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Received_
Pronunciation
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principle as explained in the paper, with one extra
layer of variant matching.

Another limitation of our work lies in the fact
that Wiktionary is ever-changing. So anything
done at one point in time needs to be re-done in the
future due to changes in the data and also newly
added data. The fact that Wiktionary grows quite
fast means that the best approach would be incre-
mental or recursive in some way, and automati-
cally check for newly added pronunciations which
can create new MWEs pronunciations, while also
confirming that the previously created ones have
not been altered and need updating. This is a rea-
son why we teamed with the makers of DBnary for
this, as DBnary is updated twice a month.
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